
TOOI S Ne eded
This LED High Bay requires  very few tols for installation.
A screwdriver and a pair of wirecutters will help to install
the reflector and fasten the mounting hook

Aluminum Reflector Plastic Reflector

(Shield Guard,Gasket,Spring)
Aluminum Reflector Shield Plastic Reflector Shield

(Shield Guard,Spring)

Optio na l Ac cessor ies

Installi ng Ref lector s Ste p 3lf reflector not purchased,move to

P lasti c Re ect or :
Remove (3) protruding screws on LED High Bay. Place reflector
ring within plastinc reflector. Align holes on ring and plastic
reflector with fixture and fasten screws back into fixture.

Aluminum Reflector:
Loosen (3) protruding screws on LED High Bay. Place aluminum
reflector over protruding screws and twist to lock. Ensure reflector is
secure and then fasten protruding screws.

Risk of fire or electric shock LED Commercial High Bay installation requires knowledge of luminaires electrical systems If not qualified
do not attempt installation Contact a qualified electrician
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Risk of fire or electric shock The electrical rating of these products are 200 480 Vac the installer must determine whether they have
200 480 V at the luminaire before installation
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To prevent wiring damage or abrasion do not expose wiring to edges of sheet metal or other sharp objects
Disconnect power before installing the product or servicing it
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Wait until fixture has cooled down before installing or servicing the fixture .
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Installin g Re�ector s Shiel d Ste p 3lf reflector not purchased,move to

Place reflector shield within reflector.
Wrap gaske around lip of reflector.
Placce shield guard over gasket.
Ensure shield guard is secure shield guard.
reflector lip Use spring to secure shield guard.
around reflector lip.
Renflector shield is now installed.

Installin g LE D Hig h Ba y

Carefully unpack the fixtufe from its packaging. lnspect product
for defects due to shipping.

Turn off power to appropriate circuit at the breaker panel

Locate stable structure to hang fixture. Mount fixture to stable stucture. Ensure fixture is within  a
reasonabie distance of Junction box for wiring.Find a hook
or connection buckle for installation.

Make all wiring connections.Cap off dimming wires if not used.
LED High Bay is now installed.
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